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The primary focus of this paper is to identify communi¬ 
cation problems in the U.S. Postal Service in Atlanta, Georgia. 
An effort has been made to show the effects of such communi¬ 
cation problems on labor and management relations, as well 
as overall organizational efficiency. 
The causes of communication problems in the U.S. Postal 
Service in Atlanta have been examined. Also, the resulting 
impact of such communication problems has been discussed, 
along with some recommendations designed to promote coopera¬ 
tive efforts between supervisors and employees. 
This study was done in the Labor Relations Unit of the 
U.S. Postal Service, Atlanta, Georgia. Supportive data were 
obtained, exclusively, through library research. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
The world is constantly becoming more complex, more 
dependent for its functioning on a variety of human interrela¬ 
tionships. Increasingly, people must work together to accom¬ 
plish their goals; this togetherness or cooperation could there¬ 
fore necessitate greater skill in personal communication. In 
the middle or toward the end of the nineteenth century, the 
president of an organization could have had five hundred to a 
thousand employees. He knew them; they knew him; and the oppor¬ 
tunities for talk about mutual interests and problems were very 
common. Today, however, an organization may have thousands of 
employees, and the plants of the Organization may be spread 
around the world, turning out highly diversified products. 
Usually several levels of management are required. The executive 
may depend on marketing analysts to advise him on what the pub¬ 
lic wants, on research and development men for new ideas and 
production methods, and on financial experts for cost-benefit 
analysis. This process in the organization depends on effective 
communication among all levels of personnel. 
The U.S. Postal Service in Atlanta, Georgia (USPSAG), 
employs approximately 5,000 people, including nearly three hund¬ 
red line level supervisors. Each employee is assigned to one 
of several crafts (i.e., functional category) when he or she is 
hired. The crafts are: (1) Mailhandler, (2) Professional 
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Nurses, (3) Letter Carrier, (4) Clerk, (5) Maintenance, (6) 
Motor Vehicle, and (7) Special Delivery. These crafts are 
represented in labor matters by the following labor unions: 
(A) The National Post Office Mail Handlers, Watchmen's Union 
(MH); (B) The National Association of Letter Carriers (NALC); 
and (C) The American Postal Workers Union (APWU). 
Apart from the seven functional categories, there are 
four major functional divisions of the USPSAG. They are: (1) 
Employee and Labor Relations, (2) Mail Processing, (.3) Customer 
Services, and (4) Finance. In each of these major divisions 
there are many subdivisions or units. The following are two 
examples: Equal Employment Opportunity, Personnel Safety, Work¬ 
men Compensation, and Labor Relations are under the Division of 
Employee and Labor Relations; and Delivery and Collections, 
Fleet Operations, Mailing Requirements, and Stations and Branches 
are in the units of Customer Services. 
The USPSAG is a complex organization which depends upon 
clear, concise communication (written or oral) among the func¬ 
tional divisions. When effective communication is not exercised 
in an organization such as this, the goal of the organization 
may not be realized. In the USPSAG, the goal is to effectively 
deliver mail. 
The purpose of this study is to examine the importance 
of communication in an organization— specifically, the USPSAG. 
In addition, the study will also examine the effect of miscom- 
munication in the USPSAG. 
II. THE PROBLEM AND ITS SETTING 
Identification of the Problem. In the USPSAG the lack 
of effective communication between, (1) line supervisors and 
their employees, (2) line supervisors and their managers, (3) 
line supervisors and their peers, (4) line supervisors and labor 
union representatives, and (5) labor union representatives and 
employees is very common. 
The most serious communication problem rests with the 
line supervisor, who has direct contact with the most important 
personnel in the postal service— the employees. His (the line 
supervisor) failure to properly communicate with his employees 
is very unfortunate to the postal operations. For example, when 
an employee attempts to share his ideas concerning the functions 
within the operation where he works, often the supervisor re¬ 
fuses to accept or listen to what the employee has to say. This 
is particularly so when the employee's inquiry or input is a 
response to unclear or otherwise faulty instructions given by 
the supervisor. Without knowledge of whether the employee's in¬ 
formation is beneficial to the organization, the supervisor in¬ 
structs the employee to return to his work assignment. In many 
cases, this results in the employee carrying out an instruction 
as he understood it was to be done. However, if his actions or 
the works done were not as the supervisor intended, the super¬ 
visor, in most cases, either takes disciplinary action against 
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the employee or he threatens him with it. Such action by the 
supervisor causes the employee to become aggrieved, and as a 
result, the employee files a grievance with his union represen¬ 
tative , who processes the same through the Grievance Arbitra¬ 
tion Procedure. 
The following is a summary of the Grievance Arbitration 
Procedure : 
(1) When an employee feels aggrieved, he reports 
the matter to his union representative, who 
must discuss the grievance with the employee's 
immediate supervisor within fourteen days of 
the date the employee learned of the problem. 
This is called 'Step One.' 
(2) If there is no resolution reached at 'Step 
One,' the supervisor renders an oral decision 
stating the reasons for such decision. This 
must be done within five days of the discus¬ 
sion unless the parties to the grievance 
agree to extend this period. 
(3) When there is no resolution at 'Step One,' 
within ten days of the supervisor's decision, 
the union may appeal such decision to 'Step 
Two' (the Labor Relations Division). This 
appeal must contain a detailed statement of 
facts, including the grievant's contentions 
and the particular contractual provision(s) 
involved, and the remedy sought. 
(4) If the matter is not resolved at 'Step Two,' 
the union may appeal the decision to 'Step 
Three' within fifteen days after the agency's 
decision is received unless it is mutually 
agreed to extend this period. The union 
representative is required to submit this 
appeal to the Regional Director for Employee 
and Labor Relations. The union representa¬ 
tive must specify the reasons for the appeal. 
The 'Step Two' official must also submit a 
complete statement of facts to the 'Step 
Three' official. This is done in order to 
inform both the postal official and the 
Regional Union Representative, who is the 
union's official at this step, in reaching 
a decision. 
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(5) If the agency's representative at 'Step Three' 
renders a decision that there is no interpretive 
issue under the National Agreement or any sup¬ 
plement thereto which may be of general appli¬ 
cation, the union may appeal the decision to 
arbitration. However, if there is an interpre¬ 
tive issue under the National Agreement or 
supplement thereto and the matter is not settled 
at 'Step Three,' the union may appeal the decision 
of the Step Three agency representative to 'Step 
Four' (the national level). If no resolution is 
reached at this level, the union may appeal the 
'Step Four' decision to arbitration at the na- u 
tional level within ninety days from the date the 
appeal was initiated at 'Step Four.' 
(6) The decision of the arbitrators at both the 
regional and the national levels are binding 
and final. 
Although the agency accepts the arbitrator's decisions 
(whether affirming the agency's or the union';s position) without 
further action, the union has frequently voiced their dissatis¬ 
faction with decisions which upheld management's actions. 
A second problem in the USPSAG is the failure on the 
parts of supervisors and/or managers to expose employees to 
organizational policies, rules, and regulations. Although all 
employees are expected to comply with these policies, and so 
forth, many of them are not familiar with what these rules and 
regulations are. However, when an employee violates these or¬ 
ganization policies, he is subject to discipline. This, in turn, 
is subject to the grievance arbitration procedure. This problem 
The Grievance Arbitration Procedure is taken from the 
National Agreement between the U.S Postal Service and the 
American Postal Workers, the National Post Office Mail Handlers 
and Watchmen, and the National Association of Letter Carriers 
Unions, negotiated for July 21, 1978 through July 20, 1981. 
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is often due to the fact that instructions concerning policies, 
rules, and regulations are not passed downward to the super¬ 
visor by his managers. Yet, the supervisor is expected to 
comply with all policies, rules and regulations. 
A third problem in the USPSAG is that some union 
representatives negatively influence employees by inciting 
discontentment. For example, many union representatives, in 
their quest for recognition, seek out problems between super¬ 
visors and employees. When they identify these problems, 
they initiate union grievances, as opposed to grievances filed 
for individual employees. Frequently, the matters with which 
the union becomes concerned at this time are minor, and the 
employees and supervisors involved would have already settled 
the issues. However, the union always implores the employees 
to feel the urgency of filing grievances as a matter of record. 
Although the employees may not share the union's point of 
view, the union may, and often does, process the grievance. 
When this happens, it is because the union representative has 
failed to (1) discuss the problems with the supervisor to 
determine whether the matter merits recognition as a griev¬ 
ance, and (2) the union representative refused to listen to 
and accept the employees' positions that the matter is either 
resolved or resolvable between them and the supervisor. One 
of the reasons for this type of attitude on the parts of 
union representatives, according to Mills, is, "a happy work 
force might diminish labor militance, grievances, and other 
7 
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forces contributing to allegiance to unions." The implication 
here is that the union representatives do not have a desire to 
engage in corrective communication with the managers and em¬ 
ployees concernig- discrepancies. Instead, the union prefers 
continuous confrontations. Moreover, this attitude is in part 
due to the fact that the USPSAG unions are political organiza¬ 
tions, and they vary in the degree of their internal political 
3 
stability. When problems between supervisors and employees 
are resolved without the assistance of any of the unions, the 
unions tend to feel their presences are hardly any more than a 
window dressing. 
A fourth problem in the USPSAG is that when supervisors 
as well as union representatives attempt to communicate with 
employees, they often do not convey the meaning intended. This 
is not always because the supervisors and union representatives 
are not clear in their communication. Many times it is because 
employees do not listen to what is transmitted to them. When 
this happens, the employees do not respond as the supervisor or 
union representative expects them to respond. As a result, 
costly errors are sometimes made. 
Unit Where the Study Was Done. This study was done in 
the Labor Relations Unit of the USPSAG. Although the study was 
2 
Ted Mills, "Human Resources-Why the New Concern?" in 
Golembiewsky, Robert T., Gibson, Frank, and Cornog, Geoffrey Y. 
(eds.), Public Administration, 3rd ed. (Chicago: Rand McNally 
College Publishing Co., 1976), p. 453. 
3 
David Peach and E. Robert Livernash, Grievance Initia¬ 
tion and Resolution (Boston: Harvard University Press, 1974), p.62. 
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done in the Labor Relations Unit, communication problems experi¬ 
enced in the functional divisions are included in this study. 
The relationship of these divisions to the Labor Relations Unit 
is that problems between management and employees that are not 
resolved in each respective division may be submitted or appealed 
to the Labor Relations Unit for Step Two hearings. It is at 
this juncture that the other three divisions and the Labor 
Relations Unit become interactive. Explicitly, the unit is res¬ 
ponsible for monitoring, (1) management and labor interaction, 
(2) organization policy and labor-management contract compliance, 
and (3) conducting training sessions. The monitoring process is 
achieved by, (a) close observation of organizational activities 
of managers and labor representatives, and (b) identification 
and rectification of discrepancies which occur between managers 
and employees. It is through grievances submitted to the Labor 
Relations Unit that specific observation of organizational activ¬ 
ities is begun. However, observation is done on a continuous 
basis. For example, when a grievance is presented to this unit, 
the Labor Relations representative reviews it and arranges a 
meeting with the appropriate labor union representative (i.e., 
the representative who filed the grievance). In this meeting, 
the contentions of the union are fully stated, and the Labor 
Relations representative responds by stating management's posi¬ 
tions concerning the matter. If the two positions are still in 
conflict (as indicated on pages 4 and 5), attempts to resolve 
the grievance are made by each of the parties. When a resolu¬ 
tion is not probable, the Labor Relations representative informs 
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the union representative that the agency's decision will be 
mailed to him. At this point, the grievance discussion ends. 
The Labor Relations representative will issue a written denial 
of the union representative's requested remedy. If the union 
representative feels his grievance is valid, he may appeal the 
Labor Relations representative's decision as previsouly indi¬ 
cated. 
In an effort to minimize grievance incidences, the Labor 
Relations Unit requires postal managers to attend periodic 
(approximately every three months) training sessions. These 
training sessions are conducted by Labor Relations representa¬ 
tives. In each session, postal policies, rules, regulations, 
labor-management contractual provisions, methods of effective 
communication (written and oral) and management principles and 
practices are taught. Furthermore, Labor Relations representa¬ 
tives meet once a month with each labor union, along with postal 
managers, to discuss issues and problems experienced by both the 
union and the postal managers. These meetings are called "Labor- 
Management Meetings." In most cases, in these meetings, efforts 
are made to resolve discrepancies that are presented in order to 
eliminate the necessity on the part of unions to process grievances 
on matters finalized at this time. In general, Figure 1 portrays 




















♦GRIEVANCE COMMUNICATION CHANNEL 
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III. ORGANIZATIONAL COMMUNICATION CONCEPTS: 
A GENERAL PERSPECTIVE 
Communication plays an extremely important role in 
attaining coordination in groups and between groups. Communi¬ 
cation is the medium of cooperative activity; it is the imparting 
or interchanging of thoughts, opinions, or information by speech, 
writing or gesture. 
Communication and control can be classified together. 
When one person communicates to another person, he imparts a 
message to him. When the respondent communicates in return, he 
relates a message which contains information primarily acces¬ 
sible to him, and not to the person to whom the response is 
directed. The sender of the message has controlled the receiver 
of the message when the response expected is returned. However, 
the initial communication must be clear if the appropriate re¬ 
sponse is to be gained. Furthermore, if the first person's 
control is to be effective, he must understand the response by 
the second person. This indicates that his message was under- 
4 
stood. Karl Deutsch, in commenting on the relationship between 
communication and control, gives this viewpoint: 
Communication and control are the decisive processes 
in organizations. Communication is what makes the 
4 
Peter P. Schoderbek; Asterios G. Kefalas and Charles 
G. Schoderbek, Management Systems: Conceptual Considerations 
(Dallas : Business Publications, Inc. , 19/5), p. ÊTüT 
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organization cohere; control is what regulates their 
behavior .... * 
That is to say, if we are able to map the pathways by which 
communication is directed between different parts of an organi¬ 
zation and by which it is applied to the behavior of the organi¬ 
zation, we will have gone far towards understanding that organi¬ 
zation. 
Organizational Communication and Structure. Communication 
in an organization is a necessary process. Thomas Horti views the 
process of communication as ’’the dynamics of the organization stru- 
fi 
ture." He states that the communication system and organization 
structure are interdependent; and, in order for a firm to remain 
viable, the communication system must be in balance with the or¬ 
ganization structure. 
Information Elements In an Organization. Developments in 
behavioral science relating to communications and the information 
element of organizations, include informal and horizontal communi¬ 
cation (i.e., unstructured communication among peers), counseling, 
and vertical and administrative communication. The Hawthorne 
Studies, performed at Western Electric Company, Cicero, Illinois, 
between 1929 and 1932, uncovered the importance of social incen¬ 
tives in the workplace. It was the beginning of the Human Rela¬ 
tions Movement in Management.^ The Hawthorne Studies brought to 
**Karl Deutsch, The Nerves of Government (New York: The 
Free Press, 1966), p. 1ÏÏ5"! 
6Thomas Horti, "Organization Structure and Communication: 
Are They Separable?" Systems and Procedures (August 1968):6-10. 
^Elton Mayo, The Human Problems of an Individual Civili¬ 
zation (New York: Macmillan Co., 1933) ,p. 36. ~ 
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light the existence and relative importance of the informal group 
and informal communications. In the USPSAG supervisors have little 
concern for working conditions and employee morale. Their empha¬ 
sis is primarily on productivity, and how top level management 
preceives them. Social incentives, informal groups, and informal 
communication are not encouraged by U.S. Postal Service Managers. 
Moreover, line supervisors seldom engage in peer (horizontal) 
communication on postal service matters, whether related to work 
or other postal interests. However, verbal exchanges between 
individuals occur as a result of innate social drives and the 
necessity to interact on the job to satisfy social needs. Some¬ 
times this interaction is related to carrying out assigned tasks, 
but often it is not related to work and is purely social. In 
the latter case, it serves to keep individuals abreast of what 
Q 
is going on in the organization. 
Leadership In Organizations. U.S. Postal supervisors, as 
leaders, have an increasing responsibility to recognize the needs 
of their subordinates, and to determine methods by which those 
needs may be satisfied. When this is done, subordinates feel 
they are a part of the organization, and as a result, they tend 
to interact freely. Consequently, they communicate more openly 
among themselves and with the supervisors. Leadership is a 
quality or set of traits possessed by an individual (a leader) 
which enables him to influence the behavior of others in order 
g 
William A. Shrode and Dan Voich, Jr., Organization and 
Management : Basic Systems Concepts (Homewood, IllT: Richard D. 
Irwin, Inc. , 1974) , p. 7Y. C 
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to accomplish his or organizational goals. Specifically, leader¬ 
ship is defined as: "... interpersonal influence, exercised in 
situations and directed, through the communication process, to- 
ward the attainment of a specified goal or goals." Leadership 
always involves attempts on the part of a leader to affect a 
desired behavior of an individual in a given situation. Although 
there is no general agreement on all the specific traits possessed 
by a leader, Davis has identified several basic traits that are 
related to successful organizational leadership. They are: (1) 
intelligence, (2) social maturity and breadth, (3) inner moti¬ 
vation and achievement drives, and (.4) human relations attitudes. 
In essence, either one of these qualities could make one to be¬ 
come an effective leader. Although these qualities exist among 
postal managers, they are not effectuated within the organization. 
If postal managers would apply them properly, productivity could 
increase substantially. 
Participation and Integrative Attitudes. Participation 
and involvement in organizational activities is important. Indi¬ 
viduals become organizational participants through their psycho¬ 
logical contract with the workplace (i.e., through their mutual 
exchange with an obligation to organizational goals). This con¬ 
tract permits participation by the individual in goal setting, 
9 
Robert Tannenbaum and Fred Massarik, "Leadership: A 
Frame of Reference," Management Relations at Work, 3rd ed. (New 
York: McGraw-Hill Book CoT, 1967), pp. 96-97. 
^Keith Davis, Human Relations at Work, 3rd ed. (New York: 
McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1967), pp. 96-97. 
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Management: Basic Systems Concepts (Homewood, Illinois : 
Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1974), p. 363. 
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the resolution of goal conflicts, and the attainment of con¬ 
gruence of goals. This is often done through membership in 
formal and informal groups which facilitates the accomplishment 
of their own tasks and the related organizational activities. 
Communication between the individual and the organization, and 
coordination of individual and organizational goals can be en¬ 
hanced when individuals participate in these dynamic group pro¬ 
cesses. 
From a systems perspective, participation in organiza¬ 
tional activities is an essential ingredient for developing in¬ 
tegrative attitudes, and enhancing achievement, and personal 
growth. This can be viewed as a behaviorally oriented fusion 
process (i.e., a union of people, structure, techniques, and 
information in a participative context to accomplish organiza¬ 
tional and individual purpose). (See Figure 2.) 
An explanation of Figure 2 is as follows : (1) a more 
horizontal perspective by organizational members enables them 
to understand operations and problems outside of their own 
formal, vertical chain of command. For example, a production 
manager must understand the flow of resources and products from 
and through other departments who share them and have common 
problems in acquiring or distributing them; (2) voluntary sub- 
optimization is related to a horizontal perspective in that indi¬ 
viduals must be continually aware of organizational goals and the 
possible need to subordinate individual and group goals to those 
of the organization; (3) rather than conforming to formal require¬ 
ments and either avoiding or reacting to change stimuli, people 
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must be encouraged to seek improvements and to be creative in 
their work; (4) there is a need for individuals to become more 
actively involved in organizational processes. Rather than mere 
carrying out their basic tasks, they must also become involved 
in decision making, problem solving, and performance evaluation; 
and (5) integrative attitudes involve greater emphasis on co¬ 
operation than on competition. For example, the divisions or 
units of an organization must strive to be cooperative rather 
than competing among themselves in order that the resources of 
each unit might give meaning to those of the other units.^ 
Communicative Function of Information for Implementation. 
In organizational implementation, information has the communi¬ 
cation function of conveying objectives, plans, policies, and 
procedures to all segments of the organization. Implementation 
involves ensuring that the operations of an organization are 
carried out as planned. This requires continual coordination of 
the efforts of individuals performing group tasks and regulation 
of the flow of resources and work among different work groups. 
In this context, information serves as both a process activator 
to communicate requirements to each group, and as feedback to 
ensure that requirements have been received, understood, and 
carried out as planned. In the USPSAG improper implementation 
of instructions as a result of inadequate conveyance of directions 
is common. But this might become less frequent if the initial 
communication process is clear. When the supervisor communicates 
11 
364. 
Shrode and Voich, Organization and Management, pp. 361- 
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a concise message to his subordinates, it is likely the response 
will provide the information desired. 
Information exercises another communicative function by 
linking an organization to its environment. The requirements of 
external users for the organization's outputs must be defined 
and communicated to the internal segments of the organization 
which are responsible for producing the outputs. The require¬ 
ments for resources which are needed by these internal segments 
12 must also be communicated to external resources of supply. 
Administrative Communications. Approaches for extending 
communication and information theory to organizational informa¬ 
tion processes deal with the study of communications networks 
and the analysis of communication flows among and between dif¬ 
ferent groups and units within an organization. This is referred 
13 to as the area of "administrative communication." In other 
words, administrative communication is behaviorally oriented and 
has as its central objective the improvement of all facets of 
organizational communication through a better understanding of 
the nature of communication between people. 
The basic elements of human communication, according to 
Thayer, are: (1) symbols (words) for communicating, (2) rules 
for using the symbols, and (3) mutually perceived role relation¬ 
ships between the communicators. These three elements are 
related in much the same manner as the syntactic, semantic, and 
12Ibid. , pp. 420-421. 
^Ibid. , p. 424. 
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effective levels of information theory (i.e., as words are 
arranged, according to linguistic rules, to form sentences 
14 that convey intendedmessages) . The sequence that occurs in 
an administrative communication is described as: who says (or 
does not say) what, to whom, when, in what way, under what cir¬ 
cumstances, with what effect.^ This sequence could consist of 
a postal supervisor who gives an order to a subordinate at a 
given time for urgent action which was not taken. In this case, 
the message was either not understood or was in some way in¬ 
effective, because the desired action was not taken. 
Improving Intergroup Relationships Through Discussion. 
Sometimes ineffective communication between a postal supervisor 
and his subordinates results in conflict. This conflict may be 
between the supervisor and the employees, or among employees 
(i.e., unclear communication passed from supervisors to employ¬ 
ees may cause employees to respond differently in the perfor¬ 
mance of their duties, and could result in mass confusion). 
When conflict arises among groups of employees, the usual tech¬ 
nique is to get the groups to meet in open discussion in order 
to work out their differences. It is the responsibility of the 
superior (supervisor) to make this arrangement and to correct the 
problem by including in the discussion clearer information than 
was previously given. This open discussion could alleviate the 
problem by encouraging the employees to work together, rather 
^Lee 0. Thayer, Administrative Communication (Homewood, 
111.: Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1961), p. 201. 
15Ibid., p. 202. 
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than competitively. With regard to the above discussion, 
Beckhard eloquently states that : 
The basic building blocks of an organization are groups 
(teams). Therefore, the basic units of change are 
groups, not individuals. An always relevant change 
goal is the reduction of inappropriate competition 
between parts of the organization and the development 
of a more collaborative condition.1° 
Similar to Beckhard's position, Blake, et al.put forward 
six techniques to overcome a group conflict. These techniques 
are : 
(1) Mutual agreement by the group(s) to meet. 
(2) Formalization by each group of its percep¬ 
tions of the problem. 
(3) Presentation of these perceptions at the 
meeting. 
(4) Re-examination by each group of its own 
perceptions in relation to those of others 
in the group(s), and re-analysis of the 
problem. 
(5) Joint review by each group of their re¬ 
analysis and reasons for the problem. 
(6) Continued open discussion between the 
groups until harmony is achieved. 
The above procedure might be used in resolving conflicts 
between labor union representatives and line supervisors con¬ 
cerning whether a certain course of action is in the best in¬ 
terest of employees, as well as in the best interest of the 
organization. Separate analysis of the problem by each group 
(union and management), coupled with joint examination of the 
16 
Richard Beckhard, Organization Development : Strategies 
and Models (Reading, Mass.: Addison-Wesley Publishing Co., Inc., 
1969) ,' p. 26. 
^R.R. Blake, H.A. Shepard, and J.S. Mouton, Managing 
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problem, and discussion of the perceptions of both groups as to 
the causes of the problem, can lead to greater harmony between 
the union and management. 
Intergroup Conflict in Industry : Foundation for Human Behavior 
(Houston: Gulf Publishing Co., 1965), p. 7TT. 
IV. MANAGEMENT MISCOMMUNICATION IN THE U. S. 
POSTAL SERVICE OF ATLANTA, GEORGIA 
As modern management becomes aware of its increasing 
responsibilities (i.e., for understanding, developing, and coor¬ 
dinating large groups of people engaged in activities), it 
recognizes the part effective communication plays in the daily 
operation of an efficient organization. Effective (clear) com¬ 
munication, as stated in Section III, promotes efficiency by 
conveying instructions clearly enough to stimulate intended 
action without delay. For example, when instructions are 
clear, the receiver of the instructions interprets the message 
and begins compliance. However, when the instructions are not 
clear, the receiver may either utilize time to: ask for 
clarity, or he may attempt to follow the instructions. The 
fact that the receiver did not understand the instructions is 
an indication that he may not perform the intended task. Con¬ 
sequently, the desired function is delayed while, in each of 
these situations, a re-statement of the instructions will be 
needed. Although the desired results will eventually be re¬ 
alized, the additional time used diminishes the efficiency of 
the organization. 
Efficiency in an organization is not dependent upon 
line level management communication skills, alone ; downward 
communication is vital to the accomplishment of organizational 
22 
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goals. David D. Phillips and Jack Hall Lamb stated that "the 
passing on of orders, policies, and plans necessary to modern 
18 
industrial life is the backbone of efficient management." 
This is not the case in the USPSAG. Information passed down¬ 
ward is often distorted as it passes through the organizational 
levels. Many times when the message reaches the line level (where 
it was directed), major changes have been made; however, the 
source of the original information is seldom aware of these 
changes. From the postmaster's office, the original message is 
expected to be complied with, but the original message may not 
19 be known by the line manager or supervisor. 
Furthermore, as the same message from the postmaster's 
office filters downward through the four different channels (i.e., 
the four major divisions: Employee and Labor Relations, Customer 
Services, Mailprocessing, and Finance), four different sets of 
information are likely to be transmitted to line level super¬ 
visors. These differing interpretations of messages within the 
Post Office have influenced the manner in which individual line 
supervisors give instructions to their employees. 
Again, misdirection in the USPSAG is experienced because 
management at the top does not include line managers in decision 
making. If the line managers were included in the making of 
decisions at the top, and if they had input all the way down to 
18 
David D. Phillips and Jack Hall Lamb, Speech As Com¬ 
munication (Boston: Allyn and Bacon, Inc. , 1966), p. 57"! 
19 For more discussion, see pages 24-26. 
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their levels, there would be little, if any, interpretation prob- 
20 lems at operational levels. 
The Effects of Miscommunication in the U.S. Postal 
Service of Atlanta, Georgia. A problem frequently cited in com¬ 
munication literature is that of meaning, the semantic aspect of 
communication. A major point regarding meaning is that it is not 
inherent in messages, and therefore, it is not conveyed by the 
sender, but rather it is imposed by the receiver. If the 
message is not clear, the receiver may interpret a meaning dif¬ 
ferent than that intended by the message sender. 
In the USPSAG, line supervisors have had occasions when 
it was necessary to interpret written directives which required 
immediate implementation. Many times these directives were 
ambiguous, and the senders were not accessible to the super¬ 
visors so that they, the senders, might have explained their in¬ 
tended messages. Under these conditions, the supervisors inter¬ 
preted the messages, and according to such interpretations, 
began action or implementation. Sometimes the results of these 
actions were costly. For example, a directive from the post¬ 
master's office read: 
On June 2, 1980, J.C. Penney will begin mailing 75,000 
catalogs. The final shipment will be June 9, 1980. It 
is imperative that delivery of these catalogs is com¬ 
pleted by June 13, 1980. In order to assure that this 
goal is achieved, overtime should be used in order that 
the catalogs may be given priority handling. 
The intent of this directive was that overtime was to have been 
20 
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in Pub1ic Administration, Golembiewski, Robert T. et al.(Chicago: 
Rand McNally College Publishing Co., 1976), p. 73. 
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used to process the catalogs. However, several line managers 
understood the directive to suggest that overtime should be used 
to process other mails, prior to receiving the catalogs on 
June 2, 1980. They thought the purpose was to "clean house" 
(i.e., process all current mails), and make space for the 
catalogs. Consequently, when the catalogs arrived, overtime had 
already been expended. At this time, the intent of the directive 
was learned, and the line managers were faced with making a 
decision between two alternatives. The alternatives were, (1) 
to follow the directive, and thus, utilize additional overtime, 
or (2) not to follow the directive, and thus, delay delivery of 
the catalogs. If alternative two is pursued, J.C. Penney might 
take action(s) against the Postal Service for delaying their 
mailings. The decision was to follow the directive; but a large 
number of overtime hours were spent as a result. The line 
managers would have understood the message as it was intended, 
and the Postal Service would not have used excessive overtime 
hours if the directive had been concise. 
During the time the Postal Service depended upon the rail¬ 
way system for the transportation of mail, adjustments in the 
work schedules of non-regular employees were made according to 
the varying arrival times of the trains. This was necessary in 
order that these employees would not be on duty before the heavy 
volume of mails was received, but so that they would be on duty 
once the mail arrived. 
On at least one occasion, a memo was issued to super¬ 
visors stating that "four 'sixty foot cars' of mail had been 
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reported by Southern Railway to be late, scheduled for arrival 
in six hours." The memo instructed the line supervisors to 
"call-in" their non-regular employees. The intent was that the 
employees should be "called-in" at such time when the mail arrived, 
the employees would begin their work. But several supervisors 
immediately, upon receipt of the memo, "called-in" their non¬ 
regular employees. These employees arrived for duty approximately 
four hours before they were needed, and the Postal Service was 
required to pay them, although there were no services to be per¬ 
formed by them. The memo should have specified the time non¬ 
regular employees were to be scheduled. 
Another effect of miscommunication in the USPSAG is the 
influx of grievances filed by employees and/or union representa¬ 
tives. As discussed in Section III, when there are conflicts 
between the union and management, resolutions to such conflicts 
must be preceded by mutual agreements by the parties to meet. 
During this meeting each party, the union representative and the 
manager, must be willing to re-examine the problem as both par¬ 
ties perceive it. But, these steps are seldom taken by the 
union and the manager in the USPSAG. In most situations, the 
parties are not open to discussion of the other's point of view. 
Consequently, the conflict (grievance) is not resolved, and it 
is processed through the Grievance Arbitration Procedure. The 
impact of this problem on the Postal Service is that of the 
cost factor. For example, each grievance processed involves at 
least three people, (1) the union representative, (2) the 
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manager, and (3) the Labor Relations Representative. Each of 
these persons is in a pay status. The union representative is 
paid his regular salary while preparing the grievance, in 
addition to being paid while presenting it at Steps One and Two. 
When a grievance involves several persons, the cost is much 
greater. 
Finally, where direct services to the public are pro¬ 
vided, there is a public interest in the maintenance of unin¬ 
terrupted and continuous service. Where a work stoppage or slow¬ 
down would curtail or limit the provision of direct services to 
the paying public, the public interest dictates that there 
should be neither an interruption nor a lessening of service. 
There is a lesser degree of antagonism about work stoppages that 
do not affect the public directly, and there is less pressure to 
make such stoppages illegal.The USPSAG provides a direct 
public service (the delivery of mail), and the public would be 
greatly affected if postal employees should strike, stage a work 
stoppage, or lessen service by reducing productivity. Postal 
employees reduce productivity frequently when supervisors pro¬ 
voke them to do so. One way supervisors provoke employees to 
reduce productivity is by speaking harshly when instructing them 
in their work performance. Another way is by refusing to listen 
when employees wish to discuss problems concerning their work. 
While these attitudes on the parts of supervisors have only 
caused cut backs in production, such attitudes could result in 
21 
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work stoppages or strikes such as the postal workers' strike in 
March 1970 when approximately 200,000 employees went out on 
- 22 strike. 
The examples above show some of the effects of miscom- 
munication in the USPSAG. 
(Chicago: Rand McNally College Publishing Co., 1976), pp. 67- 
68. 
22 Robert Booth Fowler, "Normative Aspects of Public 
Employee Strikes," Public Personnel Management in A Time of 
Change, 4 (June 1974) : 354. 
v. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The contributing factors to communication problems in 
the USPSAG are: (1) many line level supervisors do not clearly 
instruct their employees in the performance of their duties, 
(2) many line level supervisors fail to make accessible to their 
employees postal policies, rules, and regulations, yet they 
expect the employees to comply with the instructions contained 
in such documents, (3) management superiors do not pass down 
clear, concise instructions to line supervisors who are charged 
with the responsibility of conveying these instructions to em¬ 
ployees, (4) labor union representatives and line supervisors 
fail to discuss differences between them with open minds, and 
(5) labor union representatives discourage grievance settle¬ 
ments between employees and supervisors; the union encourages 
employees to believe that there is a need to officially file 
misunderstandings as grievances. 
The Labor Relations Unit in the USPSAG has the responsi¬ 
bility of determining the causes of problems between supervisors 
and employees. It also has the responsibility to resolve pro¬ 
blems (grievances) presented at that level (Step Two) when reso¬ 
lution is possible. However, resolutions are dependent upon 
clearly communicated contentions by the union representative. 
29 
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The U.S. Postal Service in Atlanta, Georgia is extremely 
effective at maintaining ongoing systems, carrying out routine 
activities, and assuring the continuation of the status quo. 
But it is much less effective at solving the problems of em¬ 
ployees and managers. This is due, in part, to unclear com¬ 
munication from top level management, to middle level manage¬ 
ment, and to line management (supervisors) and to their sub¬ 
ordinates. It has been said that communication plays a vital 
role in attaining coordination within groups, and in controlling 
behavior within the organization. 
In order that communication in the U.S. Postal Service 
of Atlanta, Georgia may become more effective, it is suggested 
that : 
1. Training should be given to line supervisors and 
their managers in effective communication (written 
and oral) more frequently than once a month. 
2. All employees should be encouraged to discuss all 
occupational problems with the appropriate super¬ 
visors on a continuous basis. 
3. Steering committees, composed of rank and file em¬ 
ployees, as well as union representatives and 
managers should be created. Such committees should 
meet often to discuss problems experienced during 
the interim between these meetings. 
4. Supervisors and employees should be allowed greater 
access to policies, rules, and regulations that 
govern the U.S. Postal Service. 
5. Directives sent from top level management to line 
level supervisors should not be altered while on 
route to the supervisors. 
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